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Abstract

High quality video content for on-demand services is usually stored and streamed in a compressed format with a VBR (variable bit

rate) property; however, the streaming traffic is extremely bursty. If there is no client buffer to regulate the video’s delivery, the

backbone WAN (wide area network) bandwidth needs to allocate the video’s peak bit rate to guarantee playback quality. To reduce

the bandwidth requirement in the backbone WAN, previous researchers have proposed a Video Staging Mechanism to cache portions of

the video in a video proxy close to clients. In this paper, we propose a very effective OC (optimal cache) algorithm to handle the Video

Staging Mechanism and prove theoretically that the proxy cache computed by our OC algorithm for each video is minimal when all

other resources remain constant. On the basis of experiment results, we cache the least amount of video data in the video proxy by using

the OC algorithm, and reduce the WAN bandwidth requirement by an amount equal to that of conventional algorithms. In contrast,

given the equal size of the storage in a video proxy, the OC algorithm reduces the bandwidth requirement in the backbone WAN much

more than conventional algorithms.
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1. Introduction

Due to insufficient WAN bandwidth and unstable

transmission, it is difficult for many service providers to

stream high quality audio/visual content. Therefore, most

people still rent or purchase video tapes, VCDs, or DVDs.

With advances in network technology, streaming

continuous media content (video or audio) across networks

has become practical, but users still cannot enjoy high

quality audio/visual content on-line. Currently, various

commercial products, including Real Media, Microsoft

Media and Apple QuickTime, can deliver this on-line

content. The majority of these streaming products usually

provide an on-demand service of low-bit rate video content.
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However, with the rapid growth of streaming services,

customers are becoming increasingly sensitive to video

playback quality. Viewing poor-quality video content with a

low bit rate on small computer screens leaves users

dissatisfied.

A high-quality video for on-demand services is generally

stored and streamed in a compressed format that naturally

contains a VBR (variable bit rate) property; however,

streaming traffic is extremely bursty [16,18–20,22–24].

Because of a high-quality video’s huge size and critical

bandwidth constraint, the problem of streaming the content

across a variety of networks, especially over the Internet, is

most challenging [27,28].

The Internet’s architecture is heterogeneous and consists

of many ISPs (Internet Service Providers) that interconnect

with each other via a backbone WAN owned by a third

party. The WAN covers a wide area by interconnecting

many access networks. An access network is installed to

connect end users to the backbone WAN. Meanwhile, an
Computer Communications 28 (2005) 1852–1861
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Fig. 1. Heterogeneous network architecture on the Internet. An illustration

of the video streaming system with video proxies installed.
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end user can access the Internet for data delivery services

through an ISP via access networks, as shown in Fig. 1.

Typical examples of access networks are PSTN, HFC,

XDSL, or LAN (local area network). Generally, traffic load

within an access network is easy to manage and

manipulate; however, as the backbone WAN is usually

shared by a large number of users, it is more difficult for

network service providers to guarantee quality of service

(QoS). Hence, it is more costly to deliver contents across a

backbone WAN than across an access network. If the

WAN bandwidth can be significantly reduced while

streaming videos, video streaming services will become

cheaper and more popular. Currently, there are two major

technologies that can reduce the bandwidth requirement in

the backbone WAN while streaming bursty videos. The

techniques are as follows:
(1)
 Video smoothing. This technique flattens the bit rate

fluctuation of the inter-frame by utilizing a client

buffer (called a smoothing buffer in this paper). By

averaging the transmission rate of consecutive video

frames, the end-to-end peak bandwidth (from server to

client) can be reduced. Of course, the bandwidth

requirement in the backbone WAN is also reduced.

This issue has been well researched and many works

have been published on the subject [4,5,10,12–15,17,

21,25,26]. By using the optimal traffic smoothing

algorithm in [17], a minimal smoothing rate for

streaming each video across a network can be

obtained. However, if the backbone WAN bandwidth

is less than this minimal smoothing rate, the quality of

the video transmission cannot be guaranteed.
(2)
 Video proxy. Proxy technology has been widely used

for improving service quality and distributing content,

as shown in Fig. 1. Web content (e.g. hypertext and

image data) is cached in a web proxy close to a client
and end-users can retrieve it from the web proxy via

the ample local access link. By reducing content

retrieval from the remote web server, the WAN

bandwidth requirement is reduced and the remote

web server traffic is off-loaded [11]. However,

compared with the small size of web content, video

content is usually huge, so caching an entire video to

eliminate the WAN bandwidth requirement is

unrealistic. Hence, it is impractical to apply the web

proxy to directly handle video caching services.
The best way to stream high-quality video is to

replicate a mirror video server close to clients in the

access network using access network bandwidth only (i.e.

without using WAN bandwidth). However, in a video

streaming system, a large number of videos are stored in

the video server for on-demand services and the total

amount of video content usually tends to a high Terabytes

level. In terms of cost-benefits, replicating video servers

in all access networks is uneconomical and impractical.

Therefore, we propose the installation of a video proxy in

the access network to cache some video content. The

objective is to reduce the bandwidth requirement in the

backbone WAN.

Many proxies for handling video contents have been

designed for different purposes (such as eliminating

startup latency, on-line smoothing, and reducing WAN

bandwidth) [1–3,6–9]. Among these proxies, the Video

Staging Mechanism, first proposed by Zhang et al., caches

only a pre-selected portion of a video’s data into a video

proxy close to clients. Also, an algorithm for handling the

Video Staging Mechanism was presented in [6]. We refer

to it as the CC (cut-off cache) algorithm. It is a one-pass

algorithm that sequentially compares each frame in a

video with a given cut-off rate (the allocated WAN

bandwidth). If an entire frame cannot be transmitted by

this cut-off rate in a frame period (the duration of each

frame playback), the CC algorithm cuts the excess portion

of the video frame and stores it in the video proxy prior to

delivery. An illustration of the CC algorithm is presented

in Fig. 2(a). The algorithm is a good design for

system implementation. However, a compressed video

usually has a large size variation between frames. One

frame size may be very small, so the allocated WAN

bandwidth may not be fully utilized, as shown in

Fig. 2(b). If this unutilized WAN bandwidth could be

used to pre-fetch subsequent video data, the storage

requirement in the video proxy would be reduced further,

as shown in Fig. 2(c).

Zhang et al. also proposed an enhanced CAS (cut-off

after smoothing) algorithm to handle the Video Staging

Mechanism. This is the most effective algorithm in [6]. It is

a two-pass algorithm that combines the CC algorithm

and video smoothing technologies to further reduce the

requirement for proxy storage and WAN bandwidth. In the

two-pass process, the smoothing algorithm is run first,



Fig. 2. (a) Illustration of the CC algorithm. (b) Unutilized WAN bandwidth. (c) An illustration of using unutilized WAN bandwidth to pre-fetch video data.
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followed by the CC algorithm. According to the experiment

results in [6], the CAS algorithm is more effective than the

CC algorithm. However, it is more complicated to handle

the server streaming schedule and the client buffer control

computed with the CAS algorithm than with the CC

algorithm.

To solve the above mentioned problems, we propose an

optimal approach for handling the Video Staging

Mechanism. Given a video’s content and specific

resources, including the allocated WAN bandwidth, client

buffer, and startup latency, we propose a one-pass

algorithm, called the Optimal Cache (OC) algorithm, to

compute the subset of a video cached in a video proxy

with linear complexity (O(n), where n is the number of

frames). This is the same as the CC algorithm. In

addition, we theoretically prove that the proxy cache

computed by our OC algorithm is minimal. This indicates

that the OC algorithm caches the least video content and

reduces WAN bandwidth requirement by the same amount

as conventional algorithms. In contrast, if the size of

allocated cache is given in the video proxy, the OC

algorithm requires less WAN bandwidth than the CC or

the CAS algorithms to provide QoS-guaranteed video

streaming services. By experimenting with several

benchmark videos [30], we show that our OC algorithm

is the most effective in terms of proxy storage, WAN

bandwidth requirement, and utilization of allocated WAN

bandwidth.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The

optimal storage problem is formulated in Section 2. Our

proposed algorithm is presented in Section 3. The analysis

and experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally,

in Section 5, we present our conclusions.
2. Problem formulation

The goal of this paper is to compute the smallest amount

of a video’s content that must be cached in a proxy,

subject to the allocated WAN bandwidth, while providing

QoS-guaranteed video streaming services. We refer to this

as the cache minimization (CM) problem. For a clear

formulation of the CM problem and to clearly explain our

proposed algorithm, we state the following definitions. A

video’s content, V, is represented by a sequence of video

frames ffi O0jK1% i!n; fK1Z0g, where fi is the size of

the ith video frame and n is the total number of video

frames. The video size is denoted by jVjZ
PiZnK1

iZK1 fi. The

time period from receiving to playing the video by the client

is called the startup latency, denoted by L and the client

buffer size is denoted by B. We formulate the problem on

the basis of the discrete time model. Let Ti represent the

time period between the playback of two consecutive frames

(fiK1 and fi), where 0%i!n. Without loss of generality, Ti is

1/frame rate and the initialized value T0ZL. The time

instance of the ith frame playback at the client is defined by

tiZtiK1CTi, where K1%i!n and tK1Z0.

Let SZ frij0% i!ng represent a video streaming

schedule of the remote video server, where ri indicates the

rate applied to stream the video out from the video server

between the time instance tiK1 and ti. rWAN represents the

allocated WAN bandwidth (the maximum bandwidth that

can be used to deliver video content across the WAN),

where ri%rWAN. To simplify network resource manage-

ment, we assume that network services with minimal delay

and no loss are used for streaming videos across networks.

In addition, the available network bandwidth under the

access network is assumed to be ample.
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The video proxy is designed to cache parts of a video’s

content, V. Let CZ fciR0jK1% i!ng represent a

sequence of cached data sets in the video proxy, where ci

indicates the cached size of the ith video frame and the total

cumulative cached size is denoted by jCjZ
PiZnK1

iZK1 ci.

Finally, the CM problem is formulated as follows:

Problem. Given a video, the CM problem is to determine a

subset C of this video pre-cached into the video proxy such

that the cumulative cached size jCj is minimal, while the

startup latency L, the client buffer size B, and the allocated

WAN bandwidth rWAN remain constant.
3. Optimal cache (OC) algorithm

To guarantee video playback quality, frame fi should be

available at the client for display at time instance ti. Except for

consuming fi for playback, the client also receives riTi (bits)

of video data simultaneously from the remote video server.

Let {bijK1%i!n} represent a sequence of the buffer

occupancy at the client and the initial value bK1Z0. The

buffer occupancy represents the data aggregation that

consists of the pre-fetched video content in the client buffer

and the newly arrived video content from the remote video

server. Therefore, bi can be computed by min{B,biK1C
(riTi)KfiK1}, as shown in Fig. 3(a).

The buffer occupancy bi must not be smaller than fi
(the frame required for playback at time instance ti).

Unfortunately, the allocated WAN bandwidth, rWAN, might

not be large enough and might cause buffer underflow (i.e. if
Fig. 3. (a) Without considering the video proxy installed, the client buffer

occupancy bi at time instance ti is computed by min{B,biK1C(riTi)KfiK1}.

(b) Given the allocated WAN bandwidth rWAN, the cached portion of the

video frame fi is denoted by fi(ci), where ci is the cached size. (c) If buffer

overflow occurs, the server streaming rate must be modified.
bi is smaller than fi). Therefore, the OC algorithm schedules

the client to retrieve the excess part of the ith frame, denoted

by fi(ci), from the closed video proxy at time instance ti,

where ciZfiKbi, as shown in Fig. 3(b). If the allocated

WAN bandwidth results in buffer overflow (i.e. bi is equal to

B), the streaming rate of the video server needs to be

modified to (BKbiK1CfiK1)/Ti at the time instance ti, as

shown in Fig. 3(c). The detailed OC algorithm is as follows:

In Fig. 4, assuming that the bandwidth in the access

network is infinite, we show two possible schedules for

video streaming services, subject to QoS-guaranteed video

playback (without buffer underflow or overflow). This

assumption is reasonable because the bandwidth of an

access network is usually 10–100 times larger than that of

the backbone WAN. Using these possible schedules, we

prove that the streaming schedule computed by the OC

algorithm caches the minimal amount of video data in the

video proxy to provide QoS-guaranteed video playback.

Theorem. The proxy cache computed by the OC algorithm

is smaller than, or equal to, that computed by other

algorithms, while the startup latency, client buffer size, and

allocated WAN bandwidth remain constant.

Proof. Let ftu1
; tu2

;.; tum
g represent a sequence of time

instances of buffer underflow during the computation of

the OC algorithm. fcijK1% i!n; c�i R0g indicates
Fig. 4. Two possible schedules for video streaming services, subject to

QoS-guaranteed playback.
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a sequence of cached data computed by the OC algorithm.

We use Mathematical Induction [29] to prove that at any

time instance ftuk
j1%k%mg, the size of the cumulative

cached video content computed by the OC algorithm,PiZuk

iZK1 c�i , is minimal. For a clear formulation of the proof,

we define the cumulative transmission Eq. (1) as the amount

of data sent by the remote video server and retrieved from

the video proxy before time instance ti.

GðiÞ Z Gði K1ÞCriTi Cci (1)
(1)
 Given that kZ1, we prove that
PiZu1

iZK1 c�i is minimal by

contradiction.

(a) We assume there is a new algorithm caching less

content than the OC algorithm between time

instances tK1 and tu1
. Let {c 0

ijK1%i!n, c 0
iR0}

indicate a sequence of cached data computed by this

new algorithm. The cumulative cached video data,

from time instances tK1 to tu1
, is denoted byPiZu1

iZK1 c0i. Hence Eq. (2) is formulated as

XiZu1

iZK1

c0i !
XiZu1

iZK1

c�i (2)

(b) To avoid buffer underflow at time instance tu1
,

G 0(u1)RG*(u1).

(c) Let tx represent a time instance between time

instances tK1 and tu1
. We can now rewrite G 0(u1)-

RG*(u1) and by the transposition of Eq. (1), we

formulate Eq. (3) as

XiZu1

iZxC1

c0iR½G�ðxÞKG0ðxÞ	C
XiZu1

iZxC1

½ðr�i Kr 0iÞTi	Cc�u1

(3)

† Assume that time instance tx is the last buffer

overflow that occurs between time instances tK1

and tu1
; hence, G*(x)KG 0(x)R0. Also, from the

computation of the OC algorithm, it appears thatPiZu1

iZxC1½ðr
�
i Kr 0iÞTi	R0 and

PiZu1

iZK1 c�i Zc�u1
.

Consequently, Eq. (4) can be derived as follows:

XiZu1

iZK1

c0u1
R

XiZu1

iZK1

c�ui
(4)

† If the buffer overflow does not occur between

time instances tK1 and tu1
, we set txZtK1 and

Eq. (4) holds.

(d) Because Eq. (4) violates Eq. (2), we conclude that

this new algorithm does not exist and
PiZu1

iZK1 c�i is

minimal.
(2)
 Hypothesis. Given that kZmK1, the cumulative cached

video data
PiZumK1

iZK1 c�i is minimal.P

(3)
 Given that kZm, we prove that

iZum

iZK1 c�i is minimal by

contradiction.
(a) We assume that there is a new algorithm caching

less content than the OC algorithm from time

instances tK1 to tum
. Hence Eq. (5) is formulated as

XiZum

iZK1

c0i !
XiZum

iZK1

c�i (5)

(b) To avoid the buffer underflow at time instance tum
,

G 0(um)RG*(um).

(c) Let tx represent a time instance between time

instances tumK1
and tum

. We can now rewrite

G 0(um)RG*(um) and by transposition of Eq. (1),

formulate Eq. (6).

XiZum

iZxC1

c0iR½G�ðxÞKG0ðxÞ	C
XiZum

iZxC1

½ðr�i Kr0iÞTi	Cc�um

(6)

† Assume that tx is the last buffer overflow that

occurs between time instances tumK1
and tum

;

hence, G*(x)KG 0(x)R0. Also, from the com-

putation in the OC algorithm, it appears thatPiZum

iZxC1½ðr
�
i Kr 0iÞTi	R0 and

PiZum

iZxC1 c0i Rc�um
is

derived. From Hypothesis 2, Eq. (7) can be

derived as follows:

XiZum

iZK1

c0i R
XiZum

iZK1

c�i (7)

† If the buffer overflow does not occur between

time instances tumK1
and tum

, we set txZ tumK1
. We

can now transpose Eq. (6) and rewrite this

equation as follows:
PiZum

iZK1 c0i R
PiZum

iZ0

½ðr�i Kr 0iÞTi	C
PiZum

iZK1 c�i . According to the com-

putation in the OC algorithm, it appears thatPiZum

iZ0 ½ðr�i Kr 0iÞTi	R0, so Eq. (7) holds.

(d) Because Eq. (7) violates Eq. (5), we conclude that

this new algorithm does not exist and
PiZum

iZK1 c�i is

minimal.
(4)
 Finally, we conclude that the proxy cache computed by

the OC algorithm is smaller than, or equal to, that

computed by other algorithms. ,
4. Experiment results

We now present the results of simulations conducted to

test the effectiveness of the proposed approach and

compare its performance with that of other methods.

Using several benchmark videos, we test the OC algorithm,

the conventional CC algorithm, and CAS algorithm. The

encoding parameters of the videos and the input parameters

used in our experiments are described in Table 1.

Meanwhile, the statistics of four video streams, namely,



Table 2

Statistics of video streams used in our experiments

Video

stream

Video

size (MB)

AVG bit

rate (kbps)

Frame size (kB)

MAX AVG STD

Star

Wars

44.4088 218.278 15.24 1.14 1.58

Jurassic

Park

62.36151 306.519 14.6 1.59 1.8

James

Bond

115.91179 596.73 29.86 2.97 3.14

News 73.23109 359.945 23.18 1.87 2.38

Table 1

Parameters used in our experiments

Parameters Values Parameters Values

Encoder inputs 384!288 Frame rate 24

Quantizer IZ10, PZ14,

BZ18

Startup latency 1 s

Encoding pat-

tern

IBBPBBPBBP-

BB

Client buffer 200 kB
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video size, average video bit rate, maximal frame size,

minimal frame size, and frame size variance, used in our

experiments are presented in Table 2. The experimental

results are evaluated according to the following three

performance indices:
(1)
 The proxy cache requirementZ(jCj/jVj)!100%.
(2)
 The WAN bandwidth utilizationZPiZnK1
iZK1 ½ðfiKciÞ=Ti	= rWAN

PiZnK1
iZK1 Ti

� �� �
!100%.
(3)
 The requirement of WAN bandwidthZ
rWAN=ðjCj=jVj!100%Þ.
Fig. 5. Experimental results of the proxy storage requirements. (a
4.1. The proxy cache requirement

Usually, a video server for on-demand services stores a

huge number of videos. If the cache of each video is small,

the total cache required to build a video proxy will be

dramatically reduced. With an easy-to-install, low-cache

video proxy, service scalability will be significantly

improved by constructing video proxies. Given the same

resources, we show by experiment which algorithm caches

the smallest portion of a video in the video proxy, while

guaranteeing video playback quality. We present the

relation between the cached percentage of each benchmark

video and the variation of the allocated WAN bandwidth.

Based on the average bit rate of each benchmark video, the

range of bandwidth variation is G200 kbps. The different

storage requirements of the benchmark videos computed by

the CC, CAS, and OC algorithms are presented in Fig. 5.

When the allocated WAN bandwidth increases, the

storage requirement computed by the CC, CAS and OC

algorithms decreases. In experiments on the four benchmark

videos, we show that, on average, the OC algorithm reduces

the storage requirement of the CC algorithm by more than

30%, and that of the CAS algorithm by more than and 10%,

if we stream each benchmark video with its average bit rate.

Additionally, the decreasing slope of experiment curve

computed by the OC algorithm is sharper than those

computed by the CC and CAS algorithms. The larger the

frame variation (as shown in Fig. 5(c) and (d)), the later the

resulting curves will meet. Hence, the OC algorithm reduces

the storage even further when the allocated WAN

bandwidth is more than sufficient, particularly for a video

with large frame size variations.
) Star Wars, (b) Jurassic Park, (c) James Bond, (d) News.



Fig. 6. Experimental results of allocated WAN bandwidth utilization. (a) Star Wars, (b) Jurassic Park, (c) James Bond, (d) News.
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4.2. The utilization of allocated WAN bandwidth

Currently, the cost of using WAN bandwidth is

high compared to that of using bandwidth in LAN. A

well-designed, on-demand system must fully utilize

the allocated WAN bandwidth at all times. In a distributed

video-streaming system, high bandwidth utilization implies

that many more video requests can be served

simultaneously. In our experiment, we present the relation

between the percentage of bandwidth utilization and
Fig. 7. Experimental results of the allocated WAN bandwidth requirem
the allocated WAN bandwidth and use the CC, CAS, and

OC algorithms to compute the cached video data in the

video proxy. By simulation, we stream the four benchmark

videos with a different streaming schedule computed by

each algorithm.

The experimental results presented in Fig. 6 show the

utilization of the allocated WAN bandwidth for streaming the

different benchmark videos. Based on the average bit rate of

each video, the range of WAN bandwidth variation is G
200 kbps. According to this result, the WAN bandwidth
ent. (a) Star Wars, (b) Jurassic Park, (c) James Bond, (d) News.
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utilization percentage decreases as the allocated WAN

bandwidth increases. This indicates that the higher the

allocated WAN bandwidth, the more waste of bandwidth

there is. Therefore, in our simulation, we stream each video

with its average bit rate.

Because of frame size variation, the bandwidth

utilization of the CC algorithm without considering client

buffer control decreases rapidly. Also, because the buffer

overflow occurs in streaming a video, bandwidth utilization

cannot reach 100% all the time by using the CAS and OC

algorithms. However, the OC algorithm achieves, on average,

35% more utilization of the allocated WAN bandwidth than

the CC algorithm and 11% more than the CAS algorithm, if

each benchmark video is streamed with its average bit rate.

Therefore, the OC algorithm is better at utilizing the allocated

WAN bandwidth than the CC and CAS algorithms

4.3. The requirement of WAN bandwidth

In this experiment, we present the relation between the

WAN bandwidth requirement and the percentage of video

cached. It has been observed that the WAN bandwidth

requirement decreases as the video cache percentage

increases. In Fig. 7, the curve is sharper when the percentage

of cached video is low. This indicates that the smaller the

cache, the more effective the bandwidth reduction. There-

fore, we cache the smallest amount of video content in the

video proxy, subject to guaranteed video playback quality.

In Fig. 7, we present the WAN bandwidth requirement

computed by the CC, CAS, and OC algorithms when the

proxy storage increases. Compared with the CC algorithm,

the OC algorithm can, on average, reduce the allocated WAN

bandwidth requirement by more than 50% when the cached

data of a video is less than 30%. Additionally, compared with

the CAS algorithm, the OC algorithm can, on average, reduce

the allocated WAN bandwidth by more than 15% when the

cached data of a video is less than 15%.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a one-pass Optimal Cache (OC)

algorithm for Video Staging and prove theoretically that it is

an optimal algorithm. Based on the experiment results on

several benchmark videos, we believe that the OC algorithm is

the best algorithm for handling the Video Staging Mechanism.

In terms of the video cache size, the bandwidth utilization, and

the WAN bandwidth requirement, the OC algorithm is more

effective than the conventional CC and CAS algorithms.

According to the experiment results, the improvement

between the CAS and OC algorithm is less than that between

the CC and OC algorithm. However, the CC and OC algorithms

are one-pass algorithms, whereas the CAS algorithm is a

two-pass algorithm. The video streaming schedule and client

buffer control computed by the CAS algorithm are difficult to

handle.Therefore, theOCalgorithmisamoreefficient approach
for handling and distributing a video proxy in the delivery of

high quality video streaming services.
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